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[00:00:01] (Let's) see if we can get this in one take. What's up, everybody? You are

listening to another episode of Life in English. I'm your host, Tony Kaizen. And in

this episode, I'm going to talk about some universal truths of learning a language.

There are a bunch of different methods, tools, courses, YouTube channels, and

podcasts that claim1 to have the secret to fluency or some, you know,

revolutionary2 study method. But at the end of the day, there are some things

about the learning process that will never change, and that's what I'm here to talk

about today. Let's do it.

[00:00:40] The Life in English podcast is designed to teach you the real American

English that you won't learn in school, and it's made possible by the support of our

growing community. As a member of the Life in English community, you'll get

access to our private English conversation group, bonus podcast episodes with

transcripts and vocabulary guides, and you'll be able to sleep at night knowing

you're supporting your favorite English teacher. How about that? So for more

information about how to join the community, you can visit lifeinenglish.net/vip.

2 completely new and having a great effect or important change

1 to say that something is true, although you cannot prove it
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[00:01:06] So the first truth I want to share with you is that there's no best way or

one-size-fits-all3 approach to learning a language. Now, unfortunately, there are a

lot of snake oil4 salesmen out there whose entire business is based on convincing

you that they have the secret. Right? But the truth is, this secret simply doesn't

exist. What works for you might not work for somebody else. Some people learn

faster by reading and writing, others by watching and listening, and others by

doing. So I recommend you take some time to figure out how you like to learn and

then create the best plan for you. Anyone trying to sell you a shortcut5 or a hack6 is

not someone to be trusted. You learned your first language with no problems for

free. So why would you pay someone to show you how to do it again? Now, as I

always say, teachers, courses, schools are extremely important. I actually think

they're underrated7 in terms of the difference they make in our lives. But don't

waste your time chasing some special key that's going to unlock all the doors for

you because it doesn't exist.

[00:02:20] Now, the second truth I want to share with you is that you need to

understand the culture that comes with the language you're trying to learn. And

once you understand someone's culture, you can start communicating with them

much more effectively. You can speak their language, as we say. I'm a firm believer

7 better or more important than most people believe

6 a clever tip or technique for doing or improving something

5 a shorter or quicker way to get somewhere

4 someone who sells and promotes valueless or fraudulent cure, remedy, or solution

3 suitable for everyone or every purpose
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in the idea that you cannot separate language from culture. A language without

culture is just a set8 of words and rules to be followed. I consider the difference

between American English and British English. It's the same language, and we

understand each other for the most part, but the way we interact and communicate

is completely different. That's culture. So if you want to reach a high level of fluency

in the language and be able to communicate like a native speaker, you must not

ignore the culture. So get curious, get interested, ask questions. The U.S. is a

gigantic country with all kinds of coexisting people and cultures. We all have

different ways of communicating. And understanding those differences will help

you understand the way we express ourselves.

[00:03:26] So the third thing I want to share with you, the third universal truth of

learning a language is that technology changes all the time. But the language

learning process never changes. There are a bunch of different apps and websites

you can use to improve your English. You know, and every week it seems like I get

messages from different companies wanting me to promote9 their unique system

or software that will help you become fluent faster. But the fact of the matter is, I

just don't really believe in that type of stuff, which is why I never promoted. I've

heard great things about different apps and websites for learning languages, but no

matter how revolutionary the technology is, you still got to go through the

9 to encourage people to like, buy, use, do, or support something

8 a number of things that belong together or have something in common
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fundamental10 stages of learning a new skill. So you can try different websites,

apps, and study methods, but I think it's becoming more and more clear that all

those things mean nothing unless you're doing the same thing you did when you

learned your first language, which is talking to real people all the time. So don't get

caught up in the idea that a new technology is going to help you learn this language

in some revolutionary way. People were learning languages with no problems long

before the internet ever existed. So what does that mean? To me, it means that

technology has made things much easier for us, but it hasn't changed the

fundamental process.

[00:04:47] So the fourth thing, the fourth universal truth I want to share with you is

that quality will always be so much more important than quantity. Let me explain.

One good language exchange partner is better than 50 mediocre ones. I managed

to learn Portuguese by talking to just two people. And you might think that's not a

lot of people. And it's really not. But they were high-quality partners. So that's all I

needed. I talked to both of them almost every day about all kinds of things. Culture,

hobbies, money, family, friends, relationships, sex, drugs, rock, and roll. All types of

stuff. We were able to sustain11 such a productive relationship because we both or

all of us had the same goals and intentions. Learning a language and making

friends with real people.

11 to cause or allow something to continue for a period of time

10 the essential or necessary part of a system, from which everything else develops
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[00:05:43] I think a lot of people overlook12 the fact that they're talking to a human

being when they do a language exchange. A lot of people simply approach

someone and say, "Hey, I'm learning your language. Help me." Or they start a

conversation, but they, you know, they take absolutely no interest in the person

they're talking to. Each person is a universe to be explored, so to speak13. Although

some are relatively more interesting than others, you should understand that you

will never find a quality partner if you have no interest in meeting and

understanding new people. You also never find a quality partner if you don't

become a quality partner yourself. I'm definitely going to talk more about this in

future episodes, but for now, just understand that it's not how many people you're

talking to. It's how often you're talking to them and what you're talking about.

[00:06:36] The fifth universal truth I want to share with you is that this 'build it and

they will come' strategy is a terrible mindset to have, a terrible strategy to

employ14. Now, a lot of experienced entrepreneurs and business people are

probably familiar with this fallacy15. It comes from the movie Field of Dreams in

which this farmer who has fallen on hard times, has a vision of a baseball field, and

he believes that building this field will be a great way to host baseball games and

thus16 make money. He then heard this voice in his head that said, "If you build it,

16 as a result or consequence of this; therefore

15 a false belief or mistaken idea

14 to make use of

13 used to indicate that one is using words in a metaphorical way

12 to fail to notice or consider something
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they will come". And his family and friends thought it was a horrible idea and they

begged them not to do it, but he did it anyway. And slowly but surely, people start

coming to his field and his family believes in his vision. He's making money and

things like that. He convinces them.

[00:07:28] So the idea here is that you can work on a product, make it perfect and

eventually release17 it to the world fully baked, totally polished18. And somehow

the world will then find your product, recognize the obvious need for it, and then

beat the proverbial19 path to your door, begging you to take their money. That's a

romantic story for a movie, but it's far from how things work in real life. You need to

attract people. And simply saying, "Hey, everyone! I'm learning English" is not

attractive at all. It's the same thing as walking down the street and telling a random

group of people that you have a business. Imagine that for a second. You just

walking down the street, minding your own business and a stranger comes up to

you and says, "Hey, stranger! I've got a business". I'm sure some people might get

curious and ask questions, but most people would be like, "Okay. So what?". Most

people's natural reaction would be, why should I care? Right? If people don't have a

reason to care, they won't be interested. So how do you attract people and get

them interested? That's the question. And in my opinion, the answer is by saying

and doing what they find attractive or interesting.

19 metaphorical

18 without error or flaw; finished

17 to let something be shown in public or made available for use
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[00:08:46] Which brings me to the next universal truth. You should never tell people

what you want. You should tell people what you have to offer. And let me explain. I

see people make this mistake every day of the week on language exchange apps, in

my community, in business and relationships, etc. A lot of people will go on a

language exchange app and make a public post that says, "Hey, I'm learning English

and I want someone to practice with. If you're serious, then send me a message".

But the reality of life, business, and language exchanges is that nobody cares what

you want. People care about what you have to offer them. So what part of that

message communicates what you can offer me in a language exchange with you? I

don't care if you're learning English. I don't care if you need a partner. And

frankly20, I'm put off21 by the arrogant tone of your message when you say, "If

you're serious, then send me a message". So what reason would I have to send you

a message? What part of that message makes me think I would enjoy spending time

with you? And why do I have to come to you when you're the one who needs

something?

[00:10:00] You've got to understand that you're in the business of solving problems.

In life, in business, and in a language exchange. You're a problem solver or you

should be. During a language exchange, your job is to help someone else improve

their ability to communicate and their job is the same. Well, a common issue I see is

that a lot of people think it's a 50/50 exchange. I give you 50% of my effort and you

give me 50% of yours. Right? 50 plus 50 equals 100. Right? Wrong. If I give you 50

21 to make someone not want to do something or lose interest

20 in an open, honest and direct way
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and you give me 50, then we both end up with the same fucking 50. Any healthy

relationship, any productive relationship is 100/100. I give 100% of my effort and

you give 100% of yours, and that way we both end up with 100%. Both of our

problems get solved in this mutually beneficial relationship. Hopefully, you can

understand the metaphor22. So if you can't solve someone's problem, then they

have no reason to deal with you. If the restaurant has no food, I'm going to go to

another restaurant. There's nothing interesting to watch on YouTube, I'm going to

get on TikTok. If you can't help me improve my English, I'm going to talk to someone

else.

[00:11:15] So be a painkiller, not a vitamin. This is a brilliant concept that I got from

a guy named Mike Morrison. He's the host of the Membership Guys podcast, and

I've been listening to him a lot lately because I want to learn more about how to

build and operate a great membership business. And his idea is that if you want to

successfully run a thriving23 business, whatever your business offers has to be a

painkiller and not a vitamin. Because vitamins are simply nice to have, they're not

essential to our daily existence. Like, we know we should take them, but some of

them are nasty. Some of them are too hard to swallow. Some of them are

expensive and most of all, it's not something we ever feel that we need. Painkillers,

on the other hand, are something you must have. When you've got a debilitating24

24 making someone physically weak

23 very successful and developing well

22 a figure of speech that describes something in a way that isn't literally true, but helps explain an idea
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migraine25 or an excruciating26 toothache, the only thing on your mind is getting

the pain to stop. In other words, the only thing on your mind is a painkiller. If the

pain is bad enough, you don't even care how much the painkiller costs you'll do or

pay whatever is necessary to stop the pain.

[00:12:21] So think about that in the context of looking for a language exchange

partner. You have to understand the true pain points of looking for a quality

language exchange partner. For example, having to deal with people who can't hold

the conversation or people who have ulterior27 motives, most of the time sexual

ulterior motives. Right? People who don't have time for you or are always

inconsistent with you. Or having to waste time talking to person after person after

person, but never having a real connection with any of them. These are the pain

points of trying to find a language exchange partner, everyone experiences this.

Right? So first, you've got to learn how to solve those problems for your partner.

Then you've got to learn how to communicate the fact that you can solve those

problems for your partner. Because it doesn't matter how great you are if no one

knows you're great. Right? And I can't guarantee28 that this approach will eliminate

all the difficulties of finding a language exchange partner, but I speak from

experience when I say that taking this approach makes the process a lot easier and

a lot more enjoyable.

28 promise or assure

27 hidden or secret reason for doing something

26 extremely painful

25 severe continuous pain in the head, often with difficulty in seeing
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[00:13:28] All right. The next universal truth I want to share with you is that trust is

one of the most important things in any relationship. People do business with other

people that they know, like and/or trust. Right? People get into relationships with

people they know, they like and they trust. People spend time with people they

know, they like and they trust. You see what I'm saying? So you have to be able to

show somebody that you can be trusted and what I mean when I say that is don't

say or do things that you wouldn't want somebody saying or doing to your

boyfriend or your girlfriend or your mother or your grandmother or something like

that. What I'm saying is show respect. Show somebody that you're serious about

this interaction, about this language exchange, about learning and growing

together. All right? Don't get on these apps asking people for new pictures or their

phone number or like... Shit like that. You know, just why would you do that? Why

would you do that? People on these apps and, you know, I'm generalizing, but

especially girls get on these apps and like all day, every day, they get all kinds of

messages from untrustworthy29 people who have ulterior motives and just want

to waste their time. They're not serious about a language exchange. It happens to

guys, too. Trust me, I know. But I'm generalizing here, just for my example.

[00:14:47] So in that case, if you already know one of the pain points is having to

deal with untrustworthy people with ulterior motives who are just here to waste

your time. You need to show that you are not one of those people, that you can be

trustworthy, that you're here to be serious and show up consistently. And that you

are a good listener. You're open-minded. You know, you're going to bring your own

29 not able to be trusted
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doubts and questions and subjects to the conversation. Right? You can be trusted.

You're a serious language exchange partner that just wants to practice language

and make friends. And you're going to give 100% and you expect the same thing in

return. You can count on me. Right? You have to be able to show that and

communicate that. I know it's easy for me to say that without maybe teaching you

or giving you clear examples, but hopefully you get the idea.

[00:15:30] People do business with, get in relationships with, and communicate with

people that they know, they like and they trust. Now, you're not going to know

everyone. Not everyone is going to like you. And even if you're a saint, a trustworthy

person, not everyone is going to trust you. That's fine. But I'm saying you increase30

your chances of becoming fluent, actually learning the language by finding a

partner. And you increase your chances of finding a partner by showing your

partner that you are quality partner, a trustworthy partner, a dedicated partner.

You see what I'm saying? So, just something to think about.

[00:16:03] Now, the last universal truth I want to share with you in this episode is

that a satisfied partner is a long-term31 partner. And what I mean when I say that

is, if you're giving your partner everything they need in terms of support, you know,

you're making conversation with them, you're correcting their mistakes, answering

all their questions, you're consistently talking to them during the week and stuff like

that. You're being a great partner, basically. Your partner is going to be satisfied

31   existing or continuing for many years or far into the future

30 to make something become larger in amount or size
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more than likely, right? If you're helping them in every way you can and you're really

helping them improve and understand things better, they're going to be satisfied.

And when they are satisfied, they want to talk to you more. They want to keep

talking to you. Because that's another problem that we all face. Right? We might

find somebody, start a conversation with them, and even if we talk for a few days or

a few weeks, a lot of times you just lose touch with people for whatever reason. You

weren't helping them the way that they needed or they weren't helping you the way

that you needed.

[00:17:01] But the point is, a lot of times people ghost32 you or just disappear, stop

responding to your messages or phone calls because something about the

interaction was not satisfying them. They weren't getting what they wanted or

needed from that interaction. So if you can learn what your partner truly needs,

how to satisfy those needs in the context of a language exchange, then I think you

have a much higher chance of keeping that partner, which means you have a higher

chance of consistently practicing your speaking and listening skills, which means

you have a higher chance of becoming an advanced speaker or even a fluent

speaker. So a satisfied partner is a long-term partner because this is a long-term

game. We're not talking about 30 days to fluency or 90 days to fluency or something

like that. Like, learning a language is a process that never ends. It never ends. Even

my first language, I learn stuff about my first language all the time. Foreigners teach

me stuff about my first language sometimes, or just make me think about things I

never considered.

32 to end a relationship by simply disappearing, without any explanation
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[00:18:01] You're always learning when it comes to language. It never stops. So if

you can't maintain a relationship with, you know, multiple or even just one partner

for more than a year, two years... I'm not saying that it's always going to be your

fault if that's the case or you're doing something wrong. I'm just saying if you can't

do that for whatever reason, you're just making it harder for yourself because now

you have to go find another partner and start all over again. And we know how hard

it is. Right? So I'm sure you get the idea. A happy partner is a satisfied partner. So,

don't just focus on finding a great partner, but be a great partner that attracts great

partners. I like to think about it that way. You know? I'd love to know what you

think.

[00:18:45] So let me just recap33 really quickly these, I think, 8 universal truths

about learning a language. Number one, there is no best way or one-size-fits-all way

or only way to learn a language. What works for me, might not work for you. Right?

Number two, you need to understand the culture that comes with the language you

are trying to learn. You cannot separate language from culture, especially when you

want to learn how to communicate like a native or truly understand what natives

mean when they speak. Okay? Number three, technology changes all the time, but

the language learning process does not. So this new revolutionary app or website

or whatever is cool, it might make it easier for you. But understand, fundamentals

are fundamentals. And at the end of the day, you're going to have to do some work.

There's no new tech or app that's just going to do this shit for you. You see what I'm

saying?

33 to repeat the main points of an explanation
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[00:19:38] Number four, quality over quantity. One good partner is better than 50

mediocre ones. So learn how to attract, keep and also be a quality language

exchange partner. Number five, ‘build it and they will come’ is a terrible mindset

and a terrible strategy. Simply saying, "Hey, I'm learning English" is not interesting

or attractive to anyone, at least in my experience. Okay? Which takes me to the next

point, which is don't tell people what you want, tell people what you have to offer.

Okay? I can't guarantee results, but I'm almost positive you will see better results if

you focus on what you have to offer and not just what you want from other people.

All right? Next, is what? Damn, this is a lot right here.

[00:20:22] Next, trust is like currency34. It's one of the most valuable things in any

relationship. If somebody feels they can't trust you, you're probably not going to be

interacting with that person for very long or it's not going to be a very positive

interaction. So you need to be a person that can be trusted. You need to be

trustworthy and also genuinely communicate that or show that through your

actions, not just your words. You see what I'm saying?

[00:20:46] And finally, a satisfied partner is a long-term partner. Learning a

language is like a marathon. Okay? It's a long-term process. Got to stay dedicated

for long periods of time to really get to a high level and then stay there. You see

what I'm saying? So by being a great partner, making sure that your partner gets

everything that they need, you increase the chances that they do the same for you

34 the money that is used in a particular country
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and you guys are helping each other effortlessly35 for years and years to come.

And then it's not even about just language, you just have this great friend. Because

that's what it's all about, man. You know what I'm saying?

[00:21:18] So we could go into much more depth36 about each of these truths, but

hopefully, this episode has given you a few things to think about. And hopefully,

you'll be able to apply some of this information and start to see better results in

your process. But that's it for now. So if you're still with me at this point, I want to

thank you for your time and your attention. I hope you enjoyed the episode. And

this is Life in English. I'm your host, Tony Kaizen. And I will talk to you soon. Peace!

[END OF EPISODE]

36 in a serious and detailed way

35 showing or requiring no effort; easily
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Key vocabulary

Claim: to say that something is true, although you cannot prove it

Revolutionary: completely new and having a great effect or important change

One-size-fits-all: suitable for everyone or every purpose

Snake oil: someone who sells and promotes valueless or fraudulent cure, remedy,

or solution

Shortcut: a shorter or quicker way to get somewhere

Hack: a clever tip or technique for doing or improving something

Underrated: better or more important than most people believe

Set: a number of things that belong together or have something in common

Promote: to encourage people to like, buy, use, do, or support something

Fundamental: the essential or necessary part of a system, from which everything

else develops
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Sustain: to cause or allow something to continue for a period of time

Overlook: to fail to notice or consider something

So to speak: used to indicate that one is using words in a metaphorical way

Employ: to make use of

Fallacy: a false belief or mistaken idea

Thus: as a result or consequence of this; therefore

Release: to let something be shown in public or made available for use

Polished: without error or flaw; finished

Proverbial: metaphorical

Beat the path to somebody’s door: to run enthusiastically to somebody's door

Frankly: in an open, honest and direct way

Put off: to make someone not want to do something or lose interest
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Metaphor: a figure of speech that describes something in a way that isn't literally

true, but helps explain an idea

Thriving: very successful and developing well

Debilitating: making someone physically weak

Migraine: severe continuous pain in the head, often with difficulty in seeing

Excruciating: extremely painful

Ulterior: hidden or secret reason for doing something

Guarantee: promise or assure

Untrustworthy: not able to be trusted

Increase: to make something become larger in amount or size

Long-term:   existing or continuing for many years or far into the future

Ghost:   to end a relationship by simply disappearing, without any explanation

Recap: to repeat the main points of an explanation
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Currency: the money that is used in a particular country

Effortlessly: showing or requiring no effort; easily

Depth: in a serious and detailed way
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